For any stream of time-stamped edges that form a dynamic network, an important choice is the aggregation granularity that an analyst uses to bin the data. Picking such a windowing of the data is often done by hand, or left up to the technology that is collecting the data. However, the choice can make a big difference in the properties of the dynamic network. This is the time scale detection problem. In previous work, this problem is often solved with a heuristic as an unsupervised task. As an unsupervised problem, it is difficult to measure how well a given algorithm performs. In addition, we show that the quality of the windowing is dependent on which task an analyst wants to perform on the network after windowing. Therefore the time scale detection problem should not be handled independently from the rest of the analysis of the network.
Introduction
Much big data mining on social and other types of networks either requires information about dynamics or is improved by such information. Incorporating temporal information can improve the efficacy and lead to more detailed analyses.
As data collection becomes cheaper and easier, the rate at which the data is being collected is often orders of magnitude more frequent than the underlying system. The rate of the data collection process is typically a function of the technology used and not necessarily related to the evolution or dynamics of the network itself. Thus the data collection process makes a choice about the bin size -also called the resolution, aggregation granularity, or time scale of the dynamic network -that may not be the correct choice. Binning the data at courser resolutions may make it possible to distinguish between noisy local temporal orderings and critical temporal orderings in the network. Indeed, the time scale of the network strongly impacts what structures and dynamics may be observed in the network [3, 12, 17] . Moreover, the choice of time scale impacts the efficacy of data mining on networks [8] . Thus for any data mining task over dynamic networks, choosing the bin size is not only important, but a necessary choice the data scientist must make, and leaving it up to the data collection process is not ideal. This is the problem we take up in this paper, variously called time scale detection, generating graph snapshots, oversampling correction, temporal scale inference, aggregation granularity detection, or windowing detection. We will refer to it as windowing to emphasize the fact that the bin sizes -or windows -may not necessarily all be the same size.
This problem is marginally related to change point detection, which is the problem of detecting when the network changes drastically, inducing a segmentation of the sequence, and is only a matter of degrees away from windowing detection, which also asks for a segmentation. Implicitly, however, change point detection assumes the network is observed at the right time scale.
Typically, the windowing problem is framed as an unsupervised task. If the goal is data exploration and it is unclear how we will use the data in the future, then unsupervised windowing may be sufficient. On the other end of the spectrum, if sufficient knowledge of the data is at hand, the time scale may be chosen manually to represent natural scales, such as the diurnal or weekly scales natural for dynamics among people. However, frequently, getting such domainknowledge through a data exploration phase or otherwise may be prohibitively difficult or expensive. Moreover, we will demonstrate that the best windowing often cannot be defined independently of the analytical task.
In this paper, we show that the time scale for a dynamic network depends on the task -the most appropriate choice of scale for predicting new links appearing in the network may be different than the appropriate choice for detecting change points in the network, for example. The intuition is that the information needed to predict new links is different than the information needed to detect change points. This insight may appear quite intuitive, but it runs contrary to many approaches for problems typically framed as unsupervised.
This informs our approach towards windowing: we set up the windowing problem as a supervised machine learning task. For example, for detecting change points, we set aside earlier training data from the network with labeled change points. We then find the right time scale for this labeled data, and apply the time scale to new data to find the change points there. In other words, the windowing algorithm takes as a parameter the desired task, such as change point detection, and finds the right time scale for that task on the input data. Of course, the downside to this approach is that it requires training data, such as labeled change points on past data. However, we regard this as both a natural assumption and a necessary assumption: Many popular prediction and classification problems have some notion of ground truth. In addition, since the best time scale depends on the task anyway, we might as well tailor our time scale detection towards a particular goal.
In this paper, we consider link prediction, attribute prediction, and change point detection. We use these three tasks as popular examples of tasks analysts perform on dynamic networks that have some notion of ground truth.
Our contributions are as follows: In addition to giving evidence that the best windowing of the data is task-dependent, we, for the first time, describe a simple framework for directly comparing the performance of windowing algorithms that leverages task-dependency. We also introduce windowing algorithms that takes a supervised-machine-learning approach. We compare our approach against several baselines and previous work. We demonstrate that this supervised approach is often superior to other approaches, but that like all supervised approaches in machine learning, its quality may be dependent on the quality of the training data.
Previous Work
In numeric time series, this problem is often termed 'segmentation,' and segmentation of numeric times series has a long history which is outside the scope of this work; see [10] for an overview.
For dynamic networks, there has been some work related to our problem in the area of change point detection, which seeks to find points in time where the dynamic network has changed abruptly. Typical methods include using generative models of dynamic networks [16] or clustering similar time slices [2] . This literature is marginally different from the problem addressed in this paper because -while finding change points do implicitly segment the dynamic networkthe goal of change point detection is not necessarily to find a good representation of the network for the purpose of binning each segment but rather just to find the points when the dynamic network undergoes significant change.
Also related is graph compression, which tries to find a representation of the dynamic network that minimizes the bits needed to store it while simultaneously retaining sufficient information about the network, under the general heading of graph summarization algorithms. See [14] for a survey of graph summarization techniques. This approach has been applied, more generally, to multi-layer networks, dynamic or not [6] . This problem is also slightly different from ours because we do not necessarily seek a small representation, merely an accurate representation for the task at hand.
Meanwhile, previous work on our problem has focused either on task-independent heuristics or methods that attempt to optimize for a specific metric on graphs. Caceres et al. maps the dynamic network to a time series using a metric on graphs (such as the number of triangles in each graph) and then determines time scale by finding the scale at which the time series' compression ratio and variance is balanced [21] . Soundarajan et al. determines a windowing of the data with respect to some metric (such as the exponent of the degree distribution) by measuring when that metric has converged [20] . In our view, these approaches have the downside that they require a specific metric. For a given data set or task to accomplish on a data set, it is not necessarily clear what metric to choose. Darst et al. use a parameterfree approach that seeks to find an appropriate time scale by measuring the similarity between graphs using the Jaccard index [5] . Most closely related to the approach that we take in this paper, Fish and Caceres use the quality of the performance of link prediction algorithms to determine the best time scale [8] . These are parameter-free methods or, relatedly, methods that assume that there is some 'ground-truth' time scale via a generative model or the like, as in [3, 5, 8] . In this paper, we do not take this tactic because as we demonstrate, choice of time scale may be dependent on the task at hand, which functions as a parameter for the problem.
Background
Consider a dynamic network over a fixed set of vertices V , represented as a stream of time-stamped edges. The goal of windowing is to segment this input stream of edges into (possibly overlapping) intervals to form a sequence of graphs H1, . . . , Hm, each graph representing all of the edges that occurred within each interval. Representing the input edge stream as a sequence of graphs G1,. . . ,GT , a window of size k is a sequence Gi, Gi+1, . . . , G i+k−1 . A windowing is a sequence of windows {G1, . . . ,
. . , {G k m−1 , . . . , GT }. In general, it is possible to also consider windows that overlap, but in this paper we focus on non-overlapping windows. The resulting sequence is H1, . . . , Hm, where Hi = ∪ k i j=k i−1 +1 Gj. It is possible to consider other functions mapping a window to the resulting graph Hi, but we only consider the simple union in this paper. As a slight abuse of notation, we will refer to both the segmentation of the input graph sequence and the resulting sequence H1, . . . , Hm as a windowing.
If all windows have the same size w (except possibly the last window if the length of the sequence does not divide w), we refer to this as a uniform windowing and w the bin size, window size, or time scale. A window size of w = 1 represents the time scale of the collection process and a window size of w = T , where T is the duration of the observed network, means that all temporal information is ignored. The goal of this paper is to describe and evaluate windowing algorithms, i.e. algorithms for finding a windowing given an input sequence of graphs. As pointed out in [8, 20, 21] , too small a window size may introduce noise and lack the structure necessary for analysis but too large a window size may lose important temporal information.
Once we have found a windowing H1, . . . , Hm, it can now be the input for any task that operates over a dynamic network. We consider three popular tasks: link prediction, attribute prediction, and change point detection.
In this paper, we consider a supervised approach: the best windowing is the windowing that maximizes the performance of the algorithm for a given task, which we will refer to as the task algorithm. This gives us a way to compare different windowing algorithms: we evaluate the performance of the windowing algorithm by evaluating the performance of the task algorithm on a test set. In general, we are given the edges of a dynamic network up to some time t as a training set, and performance is evaluated on the dynamic network from time t + 1 onwards. The windowing algorithm gets ground truth on the training set, e.g. the change points that occurred, and the task algorithm uses only the windowed graph sequence to conduct its analysis, say finding the change points in the test set.
Tasks
Given a candidate windowing, we evaluate its quality by performing a learning task algorithm on that windowing. We then evaluate the windowing by the performance of the task algorithm when using that windowing. We consider three task algorithms: link prediction, attribute prediction, and change point detection. We treat link prediction as an online task, and attribute prediction and change point detection as offline tasks. We do this to demonstrate windowing algorithms on both kinds of tasks. In what follows, we describe the algorithms we use for each task and how we judge their performances.
Link prediction
In link prediction, the goal is to predict the edges that are most likely to appear in the future. In the online setting, at every time step, our goal is to predict the edges that will appear in the next time step (the next step in the initial input sequence before windowing).
While there are many methods for link prediction (see [1] for a survey), the method we use is a simple scoring function that scores every pair of vertices by how likely an edge is to appear between them. In this paper, we use the Katz β score, an efficient and well-performing score [13] . β is a damping parameter that weights shorter paths exponentially higher than longer paths in the most recent graph in the input sequence. For our experiment results, we use β = 0.005, which has been used before [8, 13] .
The performance of the link prediction algorithm is evaluated using the AUC of the precision-recall curve, as recommended by [23] , averaged over all predictions made, one set of predictions for each graph.
Attribute prediction
We use the Time Varying Relational Classifier (TVRC) algorithm of Sharan and Neville [19] to determine the unknown value of a binary vertex attribute. As in their work, we assume attributes do not change over time. The goal is then to infer the missing attribute values by taking advantage of not only the known attribute values of the vertices but also by using the temporal information in the data. Their method is a Bayesian model that takes advantage of knowledge of attributes in a vertex's neighborhood. This model uses the time stamps to weight the influence each vertex has on its neighbors. In our implementation, we use add-one smoothing for categorical features and a Gaussian distribution for continuous features. The goal is then to find a windowing where TVRC builds the best performing model. TVRC requires a kernel for weighting the importance of edges -as they suggest, we use their exponential kernel (1 − θ) t−i θ, where t is the total time, i the current time, and θ a hyperparameter controlling the rate of decay (for the sake of simplicity, we set θ = 1/2 without also trying to optimize this parameter).
We use a special form of leave-one-out testing to measure the performance of TVRC. In this setting, the target attribute of one of the vertices is removed from both training and testing, a model is trained with the training set, and gives a prediction for the value of the missing attribute using the test set. To make the problem harder and more realistic, instead of just removing one target attribute, we remove a whole batch of them at once, and use the trained model to predict the values of all of their target attributes. The vertex set is partitioned into batches using a batch size parameter b, and this is repeated for each batch. Once a prediction has been made for all batches, we measure the performance or TVRC as the standard AUC of the ROC curve.
Change point detection
We use Graphscope, from Sun et al. [22] . Graphscope detects change points by estimating the times where segmenting the graph sequence at those times maximizes compressibility.
Since our graphs are not bipartite, we make the necessary modifications to Graphscope so that it may be used in the non-bipartite case.
In order to evaluate a change point detection algorithm, we need a single score summing up how good a set of change points are, but to the best of our knowledge no such measure has been proposed in the literature, contrary to classification tasks, which frequently use AUC or other single values to summarize quality. We will need a single score rather than, say, a precision-recall curve, not only to evaluate, but also because our supervised windowing algorithm will need a single score to directly and automatically compare the quality of different window sizes.
To rectify this, we propose the following measure: Let t1, . . . , t k be the times of the ground-truth events, and s1, . . . , s the times of the proposed events. Let n be the length of the sequence and δ(x) the function that equals 1 if x is true and 0 otherwise. Peel and Clauset [16] propose the following notions of precision and recall:
We will define the AUC of the precision-recall curve as the normalized volume under the curve given by Precision(d) and Recall(d) as d goes from 0 to n. Consider the set of distances {|si − tj| : i, j} ∪ {0, n}, ordered from smallest to largest as d1 < . . . < dm, so d1 = 0 and dm = n. Then PR-AUC is defined as
For the sake of completeness, if k = 0 or = 0, we define the PR-AUC to be 0. Note this is a [0, 1]-valued measure.
Experimental Setup
We now describe how we test the performance of windowing algorithms. In the offline setting, we set aside a previous interval of the dynamic network for training, and the next interval for testing. The training interval includes groundtruth information. For example for change point detection, it includes any change points that occurred in that interval. A windowing algorithm may use this information to decide on a window size to use in the test set. A windowing algorithm, uniform or otherwise, is also allowed to see the edges in the test set to determine the windowing for the test set, but of course no ground truth information about the task.
Once the test set is windowed, we perform our task on the windowed data and measure its performance, as describe in Section 2. The windowing algorithm's score is then just the score that the task algorithm received. For each data set, we split it up into six consecutive intervals, and then do training and testing on consecutive intervals, where the previous test set becomes the next training set, so there are five total tests 1 . We do this in order to promote generalizability of our results. For change point detection, we merely average the scores over each of the tests. For attribute prediction, we use pooling: we take the AUC as described in Section 2 over all vertices in all test sets, instead of averaging the individual AUC's of each test set, because the population, i.e. the vertices, is the same in each test set.
In the online setting, a new graph from the initial input sequence is given to the windowing algorithm, and the windowing algorithm must make a decision as to how to incorporate the new graph into the windowing so far. After windowing, a prediction is made, and then the process is repeated. Since the link prediction algorithm we use only ranks the likelihood of an edge appearing rather than determining the number of new links, we only do this process for those time steps where at least one new edge appears. The score for the windowing algorithm is the average over all scores received for each prediction. As in the offline setting, we split each data set into six consecutive intervals and then do training and testing on each pair of intervals, where the testing phase is online.
Data sets
We use five data sets: Enron, MIT Reality Mining, Badge, Hypertext09, and Haggle. We treat all of these as undirected dynamic networks. For both convenience and uniformity, we bin each of these data sets at a initial window size at a 'natural' size, i.e. a choice that a data analyst might make, such as an hour or a day. This is so that a window size of w = 1 represents a baseline representing how well a handchosen windowing would perform. We only consider window sizes at least as large as this baseline.
Each of these are suitable for link prediction. Of these, Enron, Reality Mining, and Badge are equipped with vertex attributes in order to test attribute prediction, and of these, Enron and Reality Mining also have established change point information.
Enron
This is an email network between employees of Enron Inc. from January 1999 to July 2002, during the period of Enron's market manipulation scandal and subsequent collapse [11] . We use the emails of 151 employees, where each edge is an email sent from one of those employees to another. Each vertex, representing an employee, have a binary attribute indicating whether the employee was a manager or not, and Table 1 : The score in the ith row and jth column is the score for the jth task if the window size is chosen to maximize the score for the ith task. The first three columns are for the Enron data set, the last three are for the Reality Mining data set. Scores are averaged over the different intervals of the data.
Reality fifty integer-valued attributes, which are the number of occurrences in each employee's outgoing emails of the top fifty words used in all emails (a list of stop words were excluded from the top fifty words). The attribute we test on for attribute learning is whether the employee was a manager or not, which we took from [4] . We use the change points from [16] , which represent times when the emails undergo substantial shifts, such as the launch of Enron online and changes in the CEO position. The initial bin size is one day.
Reality Mining
This is a proximity network of 90 MIT students and faculty using data taken from cell phones from September 2004 to May 2005 (we only use data up until the end of the academic year) [7] . We use as edges both phone calls between participants and whenever two participants are close to each other, detected using Bluetooth. Each of the participants filled out a survey about their cell phone usage, such as how much they use their cell phone, where they live etc., which we use as the categorical attributes for each vertex. The attribute we use for testing attribute prediction is whether they are part of the business school or the MIT Media Lab. Change points are taken from [16] , which are the start and ends of vacations, semesters, etc. The initial bin size is one day.
Badge
This is a proximity network of 23 employees at a data server configuration firm for a month (the name of the data set comes from the badges the employees wore to track their location at the workplace) [15] . Each edge represents when two employees are in close proximity to each other, representing an interaction. Each employee was assigned a certain number of tasks, and data about these tasks was recorded, e.g. average completion time, whether they took on a difficult task or not, etc. For attribute prediction, we predict whether or not they made an error in one of their tasks. The initial bin size is one hour.
Haggle Infocomm
This is a proximity network consisting of interactions, recorded using Bluetooth, among attendees at an IEEE Infocomm conference over four days [18] . 41 attendees participated in this network. The initial bin size is 10 minutes.
Hypertext09
This is another proximity network of attendees at the ACM Hypertext 2009 conference, held over three days [9] . Each vertex is one of the 113 attendees, and an edge represents a interaction between two attendees that was active for at least 20 seconds. The initial bin size is 10 minutes.
Task dependence
Ideally, it would be nice to have just one windowing algorithm that performs well regardless of whether your goal is link prediction, attribute prediction, change point detection, or any other task. However, we demonstrate that this does not appear to be feasible while still maximizing the performance of the task algorithm.
To do this, we score each window size by the performance of each of the three task algorithms when the data set is windowed at that size, so we have a score representing the quality of the window size for each of the three tasks. Table 1 show the score for the ith task, if you chose the window size with the highest score for the jth task. (Scores are computed for each of the intervals as described in Section 3 and the values in Table 1 are the average of the results for each interval). For example, choose the best window size for link prediction. The table shows that at that window size the other two tasks do not achieve as high a score as if you had chosen the best window size for those two tasks. This means that the windowing algorithm should choose a different window size for each of the tasks in order to maximize score.
This effect is not limited to just the top-scoring window size. More generally, the scores between two tasks do not positively correlate with each other, so that a higher score for a given window size on the first task does not necessarily mean a higher score for that window size on the second task. In order to demonstrate this, we use Spearman's correlation coefficient, which tests the monotonicity between two variables. A negative score indicates anti-correlation, a score of 0 indicates no correlation, and a positive score indicates positive correlation. Table 2 show the correlation coefficients and their associated p-values for each pair of tasks: most of them are either negative or close to zero, indicating little correlation between the tasks. This is further evidence that the quality of window sizes depend on the task, and hence that we should use the task as supervision for windowing.
Windowing algorithms and baselines
We now describe the windowing algorithms that we will compare in both the offline and online settings. So that the supervised algorithms we introduce remain useful for not just the three tasks we consider, but any task, our algorithms do not attempt to take advantage of the particular nature of the task and corresponding algorithm at hand. In other words, we treat the task algorithms as black boxes. However, as we show in Section 7, the supervised approaches are still able to perform well despite this self-imposed constraint.
Offline supervised algorithms
Our intuition is very simple: since we know what task we want to accomplish on the test set, we use the same task algorithm to learn the window size on the training set. In the offline setting, in order to try to prevent overfitting and to make the search space smaller, we only consider uniform windowings. This allows the algorithm to be very simple: For each window size, up to the length of the training set, window the training set at that size and use that as input for the task algorithm. Measure the performance of the task algorithm (remember we assume we have ground truth for the training set) and use that as the score for the window size. Window the test set with the window size that received the highest score. Of course, this means running the task algorithm O(T ) times (where T is the length of the training set), which is not particularly efficient. However, we make the assumption that since this is an offline setting, this blowup in running time in the training phase is not prohibitively large.
We will refer to this as the offline supervised method.
Among the three tasks, the attribute prediction algorithm has an important difference, in so much as that it requires training data to build a model. We therefore need to make sure to decouple the training data for the model and the training data used to find the best window size. To do this, we split the training data into two, use the first half as the data for the model, and the second half of the training data to test out how well the model does when windowed at each window size. We do this by taking the vertices that still have the value of the target attribute and using the same process we use to test the quality of the attribute prediction on the test set: remove them in batches, build the model at each window size, and then test which value TVRC predicts on the second half of the training data. As described above, we then use the AUC as the quality of that window size. 
Online supervised algorithms
In the online setting, we could at each time step perform a similar procedure as in the offline case, leading to O(i) runs of the task algorithm at the ith step, for a total of O(T 2 ) times, where T is the total length of the sequence. This will often be prohibitively expensive. We introduce an approximate online windowing algorithm to deal with this issue. We illustrate with link prediction, as a natural example of an online task.
Every time we receive a new graph Gi, representing the edges that occurred in the next time step, we can test each window size w by binning the sequence so far at size w and then use the last graph in the windowed sequence to predict the edges that will appear in Gi. We then compare the predicted edges to the actual edges in Gi, producing an AUC score for that window size 2 . The window size w * chosen next to bin the sequence seen so far including Gi is the window size that maximizes the average of all scores for that window size so far. However, this still means testing O(i) window sizes at each time step, for a total of O(T 2 ) tests. To decrease the number of tests, we instead use an approximate version of this where only some of the window sizes are tested, as described in Algorithm 1. This online algorithm is described explicitly for link prediction, but it is worth nothing that the same algorithm may in principle be used for any online task. Given hyperparameters to the algorithm M and B, we test a window size if it has either been tested fewer than M times, or if the average score so far ranks it amongst the top B window sizes. The intuition behind this approach is that a window size that has been performing badly will not suddenly become the best performing window size, and thus doesn't need to be tested. This requires only O(M · B · T ) total runs of the link prediction algorithm instead of O(T 2 ), where we think of as M and B as constants. In our experiments, we set M = B = 10 (We also demonstrate the effect of changing these hyperparameters in Section 7). We also test a weighted variant of Algorithm 1 (Weighted Algorithm 1) by instead using a weighted average of the scores for each window size, in order to privilege scores closer to the present than the past. We use an exponential weighting scheme, where the weight for the score tested on the jth graph where t graphs have been seen already is α t−j . For the purpose of our experiments, we use α = 1/2.
We also consider a version of this that stops generating new scores after the training period is over, and sticks with the best window size for the training data for all future time steps (Training only).
Other windowing algorithms and baselines
We compare against ADAGE, the method of Soundarajan et al. [20] . ADAGE needs a metric as a parameter, so we use the exponent of the degree distribution, which is the metric they use. We also compare against the Jaccard-indexbased method (Jaccard ) of Darst et al. [5] and the entropybased method (Entropy) of De Domenico et al. [6] . Since this method allows for graphs with any types of layers, we treat each time step as a layer and modify their method to only allow adjacent time steps to be merged.
We also compare against several baselines: the first is always using a window size of w = 1, which as mentioned above, represents a 'hand-chosen' value (which we will refer to as the hand-chosen algorithm). This represents the window size that an expert might have chosen. The second baseline is the random algorithm (Random), which chooses a random windowing of the test set. In addition, for attribute prediction, we also consider the windowing that removes all temporal information, i.e. the window size that is always The final baseline we consider is slightly more sophisticated: Consider a time series that assigns a real value to every graph in the sequence. For any such time series, we may compute its discrete Fourier transform (DFT). For frequency f , denote by x f the amplitude of that frequency. The score we assign w is the maximum magnitude |x f | of any frequency in the transform such that f rounds to w. Only windows where there is such a frequency are assigned scores, and we choose the window size with the maximum score (Fourier ). In this paper, we consider the DFT under the commonly-used Hanning window where the metric is the number of edges in each graph. This serves as a proxy for the amount of activity at any given time. The DFT of this particular time series for dynamic networks has been used before, e.g. to study the Reality Mining data set [7] . All of these algorithms can be used in the offline setting, but only ADAGE, the hand-chosen baseline, and the random baseline can be used in the online setting. Tables 3, 4 , and 5 show our results. The supervised approach does do well, but there are certainly caveats. In link prediction, the 'hand-picked' window size is often the best performer, probably due to the fact that these are well-studied data sets with natural periodicities dictated by human activity, and those window sizes reflect that. However, in general, we will want to have windowing algorithms that do not rely on an analyst's knowledge of the data set: acquiring domain-specific knowledge like this can be time-consuming, expensive, or difficult. Outside of this approach, at least one of the supervised methods does the best for all of the data sets. The weighted version is the overall winner, with a caveat: like any supervised technique, overfitting is always going to be an issue. We surmise that this is why the unweighted version outperforms the weighted version on the Haggle data set.
Results
We also test the effect of the hyperparameters B and M , shown in Figure 1 . As would be expected, by increasing B or M (which increases the number of window sizes tested) performance is generally improved. This effect, however, is extremely weak on the Reality Mining data set. That and our ability to perform relatively well even for small values of B and M validates our choice to use small constant values of B and M to use for Algorithm 1 and forego any attempt to optimize their values in the course of the windowing algorithm.
In attribute prediction, the supervised approach is the best performing algorithm, although the absolute difference over the others is sometimes rather small. On the other hand, the supervised approach does not do well for change point prediction. We believe this is due to a limitation of supervised approaches: they depend on the quality of the training data. Given the sparsity of change points, each training set contains only a very small number of change points, making it difficult to distinguish between different window sizes. This issue separates change point detection from our attribute prediction problem, which has a much greater amount of training data to work with.
Our approach also reveals other differences between the three tasks. Figure 2 shows the quality of every window size on each of the first four intervals of Reality Mining (we don't use the last interval because each interval needs a subsequent interval for testing attribute prediction). The scores for change point detection are extremely sensitive to window size, with small differences in size making a large difference, indicating Graphscope's sensitivity to window size. TVRC, on the other hand, is much more stable under changes to window size, with link prediction falling somewhere in the middle. Such sensitivity makes it much more difficult to speed up the process by only testing some of the windows sizes instead of all of them, as we do here. We leave for future work determining if there is a way to test a fewer number of window sizes and if the choice of algorithm for a given task impacts sensitivity to window size. Our supervised approach makes the basic assumption that a window size that works well in the past is more likely to work well in the future. To measure this, Figure 3 shows the difference between the two scores a window size got on consecutive intervals, averaged over all windows and consecutive intervals. Smaller differences mean that past data reflects future data more precisely. Figure 3 shows the difference was significantly larger for change point detection than the other two tasks, indicating that this assumption (at least when using Graphscope) is violated more under this task. This serves as evidence for why the supervised approach does not perform as well on change point detection.
Conclusion and future work
In this paper, we have given evidence that windowing is taskdependent. Recognizing this, we have provided a simple and easy-to-use framework for directly comparing the quality of windowing algorithms and moreover, introduced supervised windowing algorithms that leverage our ability to test a windowing. Nonetheless, we leave for future work several challenges: Like any supervised machine learning, the quality of the learner depends on the quantity and quality of training data. Improving windowing algorithms in the face of environments with little training data remains an issue. Even with training data, this can be a computationally-expensive procedure if the windowing algorithm has to repeatedly invoke an expensive task algorithm. We leave for future work finding heuristics that approximate well how a windowing will perform for a given task. We also leave for future work if performance may be improved by considering other kinds of windowings besides the non-overlapping windowings focused on in this paper. 
